
How Christianity Came To Be 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sun Jul 15, 2018 7:39 pm 

We have to simplify and boil down this story to understand how it came to be. 
 

The jews in around 200 BC were living as part of many countries in particular and concetration 

however around "Israel" a region they were claiming from the native peoples. Here they carried 

their usual blood sacrifices and anything else they are notoriously known for, occult warfare as a 

separate element from all other people. The news of this didn't take a lot of time to be 

transferred to the heads of the empires, not only the Roman empire, but the Seleucid or Greek 

Empire. Se-Leucid Empire literally means "The White Empire". 
 

The jews always believed they should conquer the world. They saw the ones who have done so 

by labor and civilization creation as their enemies. Essentially they just wanted to achieve power 

over their enemies. They used occult means and occult criminality primarily.  

 

Because this always reached a boiling point with jews doing Communist revolts and occult 

crimes, this agitated some leaders in the regions like Mithridates which literally means "The One 

Given to the World by the God Mithra". The King name of this leader was Antiochus Epiphanes 

which means "Manifested God", ie, the manifested Will of Mithra. This guy ordered the jews 

exterminated for their crimes and uprisings against the Pagan empire that was being run at the 

time and for their refusal to become Hellenized aka Civilized creatures and lay off the crackpipe 

with the Communist revolts.  
 

Antiochus destroyed many jews same as all their spiritual and material constructions to the point 

the jews almost went extinct, or so the jews whine, because this is obviously not the case. Jews 

be jewing, they exaggerate. Antiochus replaced the jewish idols with Pagan statues and 

restored these regions the jews had on the religious affairs of the native religions and effectively 

kicked the jews out mercilessly from their stolen lands. For this, he was hated by the jews and 

was cursed until the day he died.This came to the jews as a realization because they 

understood really well that the Pagan Gods motivated the Gentiles to defend themselves 

against their assaults. As the jews always knew from the Torah these things happen because 

the Gods inspire the Goyim aka the Gentiles to wake up and to resist their plots and activities. 

 

So after all this was said and done the jews decided to get into what is called "A Self Imposed 

Exile" and spread themselves in every known city of the time. This was done on purpose so 

nothing can happen like the above again to them. And they of course insisted with their rituals, 

lies, and defamation per usual.  
 

Jews always plot to kill their enemies. They just put this in a religious context to pretend it's 

someone else doing it. JHVH is essentially the self practicing jew and the jews as a whole and 

their will expressed in the form of a 'god'. Part of this is the extermination of mankind and it's 

subjugation. And the ancient emperors knew this.  
 

After this was said and done the jews decided to move in every town they could and start a new 

hoax. In understanding they were hated for their alien and crazy 'religion', they started weaving 

a new religion for Goyim consumption and as a barrier and hoax they could hide themselves 

behind and to seem more normal. This hoax was Christianity. They stole all Pagan elements 
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they could find and assimilated them in this 'religion' and got the lower strata and the stupid 

Gentiles they could find to start believing in this, however, this religion only began as a "Jew 

Exclusive" faith, based on the hoax and hearings of a Yeshua, a Rabbi from Galilee.  

 

The jews kept this lie going, and organizing, going from city to city as traders and giving advice 

to other jews and spreading the plague hoax until it got a life of it's own. This very well persisted 

not only in the Roman Empire and took it down, but even to this day. And to this day the jews 

organize (by phone and e-mail now) on how to keep this lie going. 
 

As you can imagine this didn't resound very good with the Romans or any other civilization of 

the time. Yet the jews kept pushing this lie all the time and to all sides because they understood 

the source of all power for the Goyim was their Paganism. The whole bible and the basis of all 

the crap the jews have written was to replace these religious and social affairs from their 

enemies.  

 

And if you fast forward to today, you have the same races of people who were victims of that 

plot, that came to accept it later, and now even defend it as their own "religion". The jews are 

the bosses of the planet and have been competing with total power since there is nothing to 

hold social cohesion and racial understanding to their enemies.  
 

There is no "Paganism" anymore just the worship of a worthless Rabbi based on hearsay 

hoaxes. As the situation escalated the jews did the same thing to other people's who once were 

Pagan like the Arabs (created Islam) and Africans, and every Nation on earth.  
 

Today, because you have had people subjugated under a dogma, they can't understand that 

this dogma is alien. In the same way the raped and the rapist have had 'some history together', 

many retards assume Christianity is somehow an integral part of our civilizations, or even racial 

existence. This has been proved to be all in reverse in every historical instance during 

Christianity, but these people deny this reality. 
 

Every movement today towards Paganism or moving away from Christianity is criminalized, 

attacked, and lied to so it can be reversed into the Goyim state of Christianity. The old peoples 

fought the jews but they had literally lost the reasons why later, as they literally worshiped a 

Rabbi from the levant. This is how the world came to be ruled by jewish criminals who have 

been in every office for many decades now and spit in every Nation's face. 
 

The last stage of the above is after 'cultural assimilation' to bastardize and make fully lost all the 

above people so they can never payback the jews for their actions and crimes against people 

who just couldn't take their parasitism and whom the jew has victimized.  

 

That's the story of Christianity, the favorite religion of all those with an IQ below 70.  
 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
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Re: How Christianity Came To Be 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sun Jul 15, 2018 8:13 pm 

It's also to be noted the problems with the jews began from the Persian Empire as it has been 

said before where they started formulating the core of their teachings. Then this went into the 

Seleucid empire, and then Rome got the contagious disease from ruling over these lands.  
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Re: How Christianity Came To Be 
Postby HP Mageson666 » Sun Jul 15, 2018 9:03 pm 

Something to note that the Persian's had the same problem this Zoroaster program lead to 

constant conflict and ended up with the rise of a communist movement under Mazdak who 

today is consider the first communist leader in history. The Persian Emperor of the Sasanian 

Empire also put his Imperial power behind Mani to travel all the way to the far east and spread 

Christianity.  
 

As for Mani: 
"Mani's parents were members of the Jewish Christian Gnostic sect known as the Elcesaites" 
 

There is no Jewish Christian the Christians of this time all Jews this was in the early 3rd century. 

Mani was a fucking kike spreading the Jewish poison already further into Persia and the world. 

Where the Jews got Zoroastrianism in Persia they got themselves a real base to Jew from. The 

Jews in China and India had a lot of connection to the Persian Jews. Even Stalin was a Persian 

Jew. 
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Re: How Christianity Came To Be 
Postby High Priest Jake Carlson » Sun Jul 15, 2018 10:07 pm 

Hoodedcobra666 wrote:We have to simplify and boil down this story to understand how it 

came to be. 
 

The jews in around 200 BC were living as part of many countries in particular and 

concetration however around "Israel" a region they were claiming from the native peoples. 

Here they carried their usual blood sacrifices and anything else they are notoriously known 

for, occult warfare as a separate element from all other people. The news of this didn't take a 

lot of time to be transferred to the heads of the empires, not only the Roman empire, but the 

Seleucid or Greek Empire. Se-Leucid Empire literally means "The White Empire". 
 

The jews always believed they should conquer the world. They saw the ones who have done 

so by labor and civilization creation as their enemies. Essentially they just wanted to achieve 

power over their enemies. They used occult means and occult criminality primarily.  
 

Because this always reached a boiling point with jews doing Communist revolts and occult 

crimes, this agitated some leaders in the regions like Mithridates which literally means "The 

One Given to the World by the God Mithra". The King name of this leader was Antiochus 

Epiphanes which means "Manifested God", ie, the manifested Will of Mithra. This guy 

ordered the jews exterminated for their crimes and uprisings against the Pagan empire that 

was being run at the time and for their refusal to become Hellenized aka Civilized creatures 

and lay off the crackpipe with the Communist revolts.  
 

Antiochus destroyed many jews same as all their spiritual and material constructions to the 

point the jews almost went extinct, or so the jews whine, because this is obviously not the 

case. Jews be jewing, they exaggerate. Antiochus replaced the jewish idols with Pagan 

statues and restored these regions the jews had on the religious affairs of the native religions 

and effectively kicked the jews out mercilessly from their stolen lands. For this, he was hated 

by the jews and was cursed until the day he died.This came to the jews as a realization 

because they understood really well that the Pagan Gods motivated the Gentiles to defend 

themselves against their assaults. As the jews always knew from the Torah these things 

happen because the Gods inspire the Goyim aka the Gentiles to wake up and to resist their 

plots and activities. 
 

So after all this was said and done the jews decided to get into what is called "A Self 

Imposed Exile" and spread themselves in every known city of the time. This was done on 

purpose so nothing can happen like the above again to them. And they of course insisted 

with their rituals, lies, and defamation per usual.  
 

Jews always plot to kill their enemies. They just put this in a religious context to pretend it's 

someone else doing it. JHVH is essentially the self practicing jew and the jews as a whole 

and their will expressed in the form of a 'god'. Part of this is the extermination of mankind and 

it's subjugation. And the ancient emperors knew this.  

 

After this was said and done the jews decided to move in every town they could and start a 

new hoax. In understanding they were hated for their alien and crazy 'religion', they started 
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weaving a new religion for Goyim consumption and as a barrier and hoax they could hide 

themselves behind and to seem more normal. This hoax was Christianity. They stole all 

Pagan elements they could find and assimilated them in this 'religion' and got the lower 

strata and the stupid Gentiles they could find to start believing in this, however, this religion 

only began as a "Jew Exclusive" faith, based on the hoax and hearings of a Yeshua, a Rabbi 

from Galilee.  
 

The jews kept this lie going, and organizing, going from city to city as traders and giving 

advice to other jews and spreading the plague hoax until it got a life of it's own. This very well 

persisted not only in the Roman Empire and took it down, but even to this day. And to this 

day the jews organize (by phone and e-mail now) on how to keep this lie going. 
 

As you can imagine this didn't resound very good with the Romans or any other civilization of 

the time. Yet the jews kept pushing this lie all the time and to all sides because they 

understood the source of all power for the Goyim was their Paganism. The whole bible and 

the basis of all the crap the jews have written was to replace these religious and social affairs 

from their enemies.  
 

And if you fast forward to today, you have the same races of people who were victims of that 

plot, that came to accept it later, and now even defend it as their own "religion". The jews are 

the bosses of the planet and have been competing with total power since there is nothing to 

hold social cohesion and racial understanding to their enemies.  
 

There is no "Paganism" anymore just the worship of a worthless Rabbi based on hearsay 

hoaxes. As the situation escalated the jews did the same thing to other people's who once 

were Pagan like the Arabs (created Islam) and Africans, and every Nation on earth.  
 

Today, because you have had people subjugated under a dogma, they can't understand that 

this dogma is alien. In the same way the raped and the rapist have had 'some history 

together', many retards assume Christianity is somehow an integral part of our civilizations, 

or even racial existence. This has been proved to be all in reverse in every historical instance 

during Christianity, but these people deny this reality. 

 

Every movement today towards Paganism or moving away from Christianity is criminalized, 

attacked, and lied to so it can be reversed into the Goyim state of Christianity. The old 

peoples fought the jews but they had literally lost the reasons why later, as they literally 

worshiped a Rabbi from the levant. This is how the world came to be ruled by jewish 

criminals who have been in every office for many decades now and spit in every Nation's 

face. 

 

The last stage of the above is after 'cultural assimilation' to bastardize and make fully lost all 

the above people so they can never payback the jews for their actions and crimes against 

people who just couldn't take their parasitism and whom the jew has victimized.  
 

That's the story of Christianity, the favorite religion of all those with an IQ below 70.  

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 



 

 

 

 

Many Wiccans and other neo-"Pagans" think they are "escaping" traditional, oppressive 

Christianity, but many of these same neo-"Pagans" worship Jesus and Mary Magdalene as the 

"Pagan" "Horned God" and "the Goddess." Just more Jewish crock of shit Christian nonsense 

that is surviving and thriving in Wicca, via the Christian Wicca movement. 

666/88!! 
 

High Priest Jake Carlson 
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